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Are you tasked with setting up a training classroom or assembly/soldering area? Let Omni take the difficulty out of this
project. The total package can be purchased from one source, including soldering aids and hand tools. Our original design
Terminal Holder and Omni “5S” Organizers are just the solutions for assembly & classroom workstations.

OMNI “5S” ORGANIZER
The Omni 5S Organizer should have been invented years ago.
It puts everything you need at your fingertips and makes organizing your work area simple.
It also improves efficiency and adds to an ESD safe environment. Thanks for the great
product!” Joseph B. - Regional Training Coordinator, Louisiana

Available with and without tools
* Increases productivity reducing times spent looking for tools
* 5S compliant (Sort, Straighten, Shine, Standardize & Sustain)
* Improves aesthetic appearance of workstation
* Organizes assembly and workstations and classrooms
* Decreases shrinkage by aiding in end-of-shift accountability
* Fitted for wire strippers, cutters, needle and round nose pliers
and other hand tools, soldering iron tips of most brands &
sizes, solvent and flux dispenser, pencils/pens, tweezers,
lead forming tools UC inserter, solder wick tools, soldering
aid, flux pen, pen-vac, Exacto knife, dental probes, eye
loupe and others.
* Includes two small cup openings for holding parts, hardware,
terminals, finger cots and/or clippings.
* Drip tray slot for solvent brushes
* Constructed of durable Conductive
ESD Safe material ANSI/ESD

TH-1 TERMINAL HOLDER
The original Omni Terminal Holder was
designed by Omni Training in 1985 to
accommodate the five terminals traditionally
used in most soldering courses. These
terminals
simulate
various
connectors,
switches, potentiometers, etc. This one-piece,
heat resistant device will allow the turret,
bifurcated, pierced, hook and cup terminals to
be held in place using a vise during soldering
processes with no nuts or bolts to manipulate.
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